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Abstract
Keratins are a diverse group of structural proteins that form the
intermediate filament network responsible for maintaining the
structural integrity of keratinocytes. In humans, there are around
30 keratin families divided into two groups, namely, acidic and
basic keratins, which are arranged in pairs. They are expressed in
a highly specific pattern related to the epithelial type and stage of
cellular differentiation. A total of 54 functional genes exist which
codes for these keratin families. The expression of specific keratin
genes is regulated by the differentiation of epithelial cells within
the stratifying squamous epithelium. Mutations in most of these
genes are now associated with specific tissue fragility disorders
which may manifest both in skin and mucosa depending on the
expression pattern. The keratins and keratin-associated proteins
are useful as differentiation markers because their expression is
both region specific and differentiation specific. Antibodies to
keratin are considered as important tissue differentiation markers
and therefore are an integral aid in diagnostic pathology. The
present review discusses the structure of keratin, the various types
of keratin and their distribution and the disorders associated with
keratinization with special emphasis on the disorders of the oral
cavity. A brief note on the clinical significance of keratin is also
mentioned.
Keywords: Keratinization; Keratins; Distribution; Keratinization
disorders; Keratin antibodies.

Introduction

E

pithelia function to protect the underlying tissues from
environmental influences such as physical damage, infection,
dessication, UV radiation, heat loss, and to maintain homeostasis.1
Oral epithelium is classified into three types based on their
morphology and specific pattern of differentiation: keratinized
stratified squamous epithelium (masticatory mucosa distributed
in hard palate and gingiva), non-keratinized stratified squamous
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epithelium (buccal mucosa, labial mucosa) and specialized
mucosa (dorsal surface of the tongue).2 An important aspect
of stratified squamous epithelia is that the cells undergo a
terminal differentiation program that results in the formation
of a mechanically resistant and toughened surface composed of
cornified cells that are filled with keratin filaments and lack nuclei
and cytoplasmic organelles. In these squames, the cell membrane
is replaced by a proteinaceous cornified envelope that is covalently
cross linked to the keratin filaments, providing a highly insoluble
yet flexible structure that protects the underlying epithelial cells.1
Keratinization, also termed as cornification, is a process
of cytodifferentiation which the keratinocytes undergo when
proceeding from their post germinative state (stratum basale) to
finally differentiated, hardened cell filled with protein, constituting
a structurally and functionally distinct keratin containing surface
layer such as stratum corneum.3 Most of the eukaryotic cell is
composed of cytoskeleton which is made of three components
classified on the basis of their diameter and physicochemical
properties into microfilaments, intermediate filaments, and
microtubules. Microfilaments are the smallest filaments of
cytoskeleton with a diameter of 7 nm while microtubules are the
largest filamentous structures with a diameter of about 20 nm.4
Intermediate filaments, which serve as a scaffold for the
cytoskeleton, are chemically very stable, long and unbranched
filaments that aggregate into bundles of varying diameter ranging
from 7 to 12 nm. Keratins that form the intermediate filaments
are expressed exclusively in the epithelial cells regardless of the
germ layer origin of these cells.4 Among the various families
and sub-families of intermediate filament proteins, keratin is an
important type due to its high molecular diversity. Keratins play
a major functional role in the integrity and mechanical stability of
both the single epithelial cells and via cell to cell contacts of that
of the epithelial tissues.5 There are around 30 families of keratin
proteins divided into two groups namely acidic and basic which are
arranged in pairs. Keratins and certain keratin associated proteins
are useful as markers of differentiation because their expression is
both region and differentiation specific.
Historically, important discoveries in regard to keratin were
made in the 1970’s. One was the finding of the spontaneous self
assembly and polymerization of keratin filaments from denatured,
soluble keratin proteins by dialysis in vitro.6 Different types of
keratin were subsequently discovered using various methods.
The advances in laboratory diagnostics have also aided in easier
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identification and characterization of keratin. Currently, the
different types of keratin and their associated proteins serve as
important markers of differentiation thus aiding in diagnosis
of various pathological conditions. The keratin proteins have
a uniform mode of distribution among the various layers of
epithelium which gives an indication of the disease process. Also,
various disorders are associated with defects in the keratin and
their associated proteins which may manifest in skin or oral cavity
or both.
Keratin
Keratins are defined as intermediate filament forming proteins with
specific physicochemical properties produced in any vertebrate
epithelia.4 They are multigene family of proteins constituting 85%
of the total cellular protein in the cornified cells of the epidermis1
and encoded by a family of approximately 30 proteins.7
Structure of Keratin
Each keratin is characterized by a chain of amino acids as the
primary structure, which varies in the number and sequence of
amino acid as well as in polarity, charge and size. The amino acid
sequence of a keratin influences the properties and function of
the keratin filament.8 Furthermore, the position of a particular
amino acid within the chain of amino acids can influence the entire
architecture of the keratin molecule.9 The primary amino acid
sequence is slightly longer than that of the mature keratin which
indicates a post-translational modification of the keratin prior to the
formation of keratin filaments.10 Post translational modifications
such as the formation of disulphide bonds, phosphorylation,
glycosylation, deamination or inter- and intra-chain peptide bonds
can influence the conformation of the molecule and formation of
keratin filaments.4
Keratin filaments have a tripartite secondary structure
consisting of an N-terminal head domain, a central α-helical rod
domain and C-terminal tail domain and all the proteins are able
to self assemble into filaments.11 Each of these domains is divided
into sub-domains. The head domain consists of sub-domains V1
and H1. The central α-helical rod domain is composed of subdomains 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B connected by linkers L1, L12 and L2.
The tail domain is made of sub-domains H2 and V2.12 Domains
and sub-domains are determined by the amino acid sequence of
the keratin and serve various functions in the assembly of keratin
filaments and in the binding of keratins and keratin filaments to
cell adhesion complexes or to signalling molecules.13 The tertiary
structure of keratins is a heterodimer that is formed by the rod
domains of one acidic and one basic keratin in parallel orientation.14
Keratins are characterized by the capacity to form filaments with
a complex quarternary structure including the formation of a
tetramer, an octamer, and unit length filaments.4
The α-helical rod domain is critical for the assembly of
intermediate filament proteins into filaments and contains all the
information necessary for assembly, while the variant end domains
play accessory roles in filament assembly and interaction with
other proteins and cell structures.1
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Figure 1: Distribution of keratin.
Different types of keratins are distinguished according to
various characteristics such as physicochemical properties or
according to cells and tissues that produce certain keratin. The
keratins are broadly divided into4:
1. Primary keratins are those keratins which are always synthesized
by the epithelial cells on a regular basis, e.g., K8/18 in simple
epithelia, K5/14 in stratified epithelia.
2. Secondary keratins are those types of keratins which are
produced by the epithelial cells in addition to or instead of
primary keratins, e.g., K7/19 in simple epithelia, K15, and
K6/16 in stratified epithelia.
During epidermal differentiation, low molecular weight
keratins 5/14 of the basal layer are replaced by high molecular
weight keratins 1/10,11 which can be used as a marker of
keratinization.
Other types of keratin include:
1. Based on distribution
• Soft keratin: Found in the epidermis of skin in the form of flattened
non-nucleated scales that slough continually. The disulfide links
are fewer in number which allows some stretching but returns to
normal upon relaxation of tension.
• Hard keratin: These are mainly found in nail, hair cortex, hair
cuticle; the keratin type seen at these sites have very little
flexibility owing to the presence of many cysteine disulfide
crosslinks. They differ from the epithelial keratins by their
considerably higher sulfur content in their non-helical head and
tail domains, which is mainly responsible forn the high degree of
filamentous cross-linking by keratin associated proteins.5
2. Based on X-ray diffraction pattern
• Alpha: The X-ray diffraction pattern of this type resembles that
of α-helix with a 5.1 Å spacing. The α-helix is right handed and
has 3.6 residues per turn. The hydrogen bonding occurs within
one polypeptide chain.
• Beta: In the X-ray diffraction pattern of this type, periodic repeats
were 3.5 and 7 angstroms. The helix is right-handed with an
average of 6 residues. The hydrogen bonding occurs between
neighboring polypeptide chains.
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• Feather keratins
• Amorphous keratins
3. Based on amino acid sequence, keratins are classified into type I
and type II
• Type I family includes keratins numbered 9- 20 which are
composed of acidic proteins, with a molecular weight 40-56
kDa and pI- 4.9-5.4.
• Type II family includes keratins numbered 1- 8 which are
composed of basic proteins, with a molecular weight of 52-67
kDa and pI- 6.5-8.5

weight keratins are expressed in keratinized stratified epithelia.
K8/18 is the primary keratin and K7 is the secondary keratin of
the simple epithelium.19 The expression of major proteins in the
various layers of epithelia, gingiva and dorsal aspect of tongue is
given in Table 1.

4. Based on molecular weight2
• Low molecular weight keratins: Include keratins with a molecular
weight of 40kDa. These keratins are mainly distributed in
glandular and simple epithelia.
• Intermediate molecular weight keratins: Include keratins with a
molecular weight intermediate between 40kDa and 57kDa and
are found in stratified epithelia.
• High molecular weight keratins: Include keratins with a molecular
weight of 57kDa and are seen in keratinized stratified epithelia
Functions of Keratins
• Keratins fundamentally influence the architecture and mitotic
activity of the epithelial cells.15
• Keratins and associated filaments provide a scaffold for
epithelial cells and tissues to sustain mechanical stress, maintain
their structural integrity, ensure mechanical resilience, to protect
against variations in hydrostatic pressure and establish cell
polarity.16
• Keratins and its filaments are involved in cell signalling, cell
transport, cell compartmentalization and cell differentiation.17
• Keratin filaments also influence cell metabolic processes by
regulating protein synthesis and cell growth.18
• Keratins may also be involved in the transport of membrane
bound vesicles in the cytoplasm of the epithelial cells.

Figure 3: Distribution of keratin in gingival epithelium
(Reproduced from Presland and Dale 2000).1
Table 1: Distribution of major keratins.

Figure 2: Distribution of keratin in oral epithelium (Reproduced
from Presland and Dale 2000).1

Keratin distribution in epithelia
K5/14
Basal cell layer of both the keratinized
and non-keratinized stratified
epithelium
K1/10
Keratinized epidermis
K6/16
Spinous cell layer of keratinized mucosa
K4/13
Intermediate layer of non-keratinized
epithelium
K19
Basal layer of non-keratinized
epithelium
K9
Suprabasal cells of palmar and plantar
epidermis
Keratin expression in gingival
K5/14
Basal cell layer
K19
Basal cell layer of junctional epithelium
and gingival margin
K8, 18, 13, 16, 19
Superficial layers of junctional
epithelium
K4, 13, 16
Superficial layer of gingival margin
K1/10, K6/16 and
Superficial layers of outer gingival
K2p
epithelium
Distribution of keratin in the dorsal aspect of the tongue
(Dale et al 1990).20

In general, low molecular weight keratins are expressed in
glandular and simple epithelia, intermediate molecular weight
keratins are expressed in stratified epithelia and high molecular

Keratin similar to
hair
K4/13
K4/13 and K1/10

Posterior portion of filiform papilla
Interpapillary region
The anterior portion
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Certain basic keratins are minor constituents of the
cytoskeleton that are expressed in the suprabasal cells of various
stratified soft-keratinizing epithelia. K76 is produced in the upper
layers of the stratified epithelium of the hard palate and gingiva.21
K78 is produced in the cells of the epithelial covering of the
human tongue while K80 is produced in the suprabasal cells of the
epithelium of the human tongue.22 Merkel cells which functions as
touch receptors express K8/18, K19 and K20. K19 is the smallest
keratin as it lacks the typical tail domain. K26 is exclusively
specific to taste bud anlagen in developing oral mucosa.23 K24 is
sometimes expressed in the epithelium of tongue. Myoepithelial
cells were found to express K17.24

Figure 4: Schematic representation of various keratin associated
proteins (Reproduced from Textbook of Histology, Ross and
Paulina 5th edition).25
The keratin filament associated proteins (KFAP) are nonfilamentous, structural proteins that are produced in the
keratinocytes of the stratum granulosum of stratified keratinizing
and cornifying epithelia and stored in keratohyalin granules.26
KFAP’s also known as intermediate filament associated proteins
are composed of filaggrin, tricohyalin, desmosomal proteins and
proteins of cornified cell envelope (loricrin, involucrin and small
proline rich proteins).20 Two types of KFAP’s can be distinguished
based on the structures to which they contribute; the KFAP’s such
as loricrin and involucrin that are stored in a subset of keratohyaline
granules form the subcytolemmal cornified cell envelope and the
KFAP’s that are stored in another subset of keratohyaline granules
that combine with keratin filaments to form the filament matrix
complex stabilizing the cytoskeleton of cornifying keratinocytes.27
Filaggrin is a cationic protein which aids in dense packing of
keratin within a cornified cell layer. They are synthesized in the
granular cell layer as a large precursor molecule (profilaggrin),
stored in keratohyaline granules and converted to filaggrin
upon transition of granular cells to fully differentiated cornified
cells.20 They facilitate disulfide bond formation between keratin
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polypeptide chains. They may also play a role in maintaining the
osmolarity and flexibility of epidermis.28 Expression of filaggrin
is enhanced in conditions of hyperkeratinization and thus serve
as useful markers to distinguish non-keratinized from keratinized
epithelia.
Tricohyalin is expressed in keratinizing filiform papilla of
tongue, nail matrix, new born foreskin epidermis and in isolated
cells of normal adult epidermis.29 These are single stranded
α-helical rod that binds keratin intermediate filaments by ionic
interactions. They function as intercellular cement as well as
cross bridging proteins. It may play a role in sequestering calcium
and thus regulate the activity of calcium dependent enzymes.1
Desmosomal proteins link epithelial cells to each other. They
help in attachment of keratin intermediate filament cytoskeleton
to cell surface. They are inclusive of integral proteins (desmoglein
and desmocollin), cytoplasmic adapter proteins (desmoplakin
and plakoglobin) and plaque associated proteins (plakophilin,
envoplakin, and periplakin).
Proteins of cornified cell envelope are 15nm thick cross linked
sheath of protein deposited on the inner face of plasma membrane
of keratinocytes. They are expressed in the suprabasal layer and
act as a barrier function of stratified keratinized epithelium. The
most abundant cell envelope proteins are loricrin, involucrin and
small proline rich proteins. Loricrin is expressed in granular cells
of epithelium and other keratinized epithelia such as gingiva
and hard palate. It is mainly composed of glycine, serine, and
cysteine. Involucrin is expressed in differentiating keratinocytes
and consists of short polypeptide repeats rich in glycine, lysine
and glutamine. Small proline rich proteins play a crucial role in
epithelia that must be flexible.1
Molecular Understanding of KeratinIintermediate Filaments
Keratins are encoded by genes that possess a similar nucleotide
sequence. A gene encoding a specific keratin is labeled KRT
followed by the number designated to the specific keratin.30 In
humans, keratins are encoded in 54 genes and these genes are
clustered on 2 chromosomes. The acidic type I keratin genes
are clustered on chromosome 17 and the basic type II genes are
clustered on chromosome 12. All sequences contain TATA box
(binding site of RNA polymerase II) about 30bp upstream from
ATG translator initiator codon. A consensus sequence of AA(Pu)
CCAAA sequence is found in almost all keratins and this sequence
is presumably important for tissue specific expression by serving as
a binding site for a specific factor in stratified epithelia.1
Factors Regulating Differentiation
Various factors that regulate epithelial differentiation include the
role of adjacent mesenchymal tissue, components of extracellular
matrix, growth factors like epidermal growth factor, transforming
growth factor alpha and beta, retinoids and calcium. The role of
retinoids in epithelial differentiation is depicted in Table 2.
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Table 2: Effects of retinoids on various keratin proteins.
Protein

Effects

K1/10
K13/19
K5, K16, K17
K4,K5, K14
Filaggrin
Cornified cell envelope
Desmosomes

Reduced expression
Increased expression
Slightly downregulated
Not affected
Reduced expression
Suppressed
Reduced in number

Keratinization Disorders
A wide range of disorders occur as a result of mutation in the
gene encoding for the various keratin proteins. These disorders
comprise of the lesions affecting the skin and mucous membrane
depending on the distribution of keratin and certain disorders
may present with both skin and oral manifestations. The disorders
affecting the skin are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Keratinization disorders of the skin.
Disorders

Defect

Inheritance

Clinical features

Histopathological features

Epidermolysis bullosa K5/K14
simplex

Autosomal
dominant

Blistering of hands and feet which Intraepithelial clefting
heal without scarring. Good
prognosis.

Epidermolytic
ichthyosis

K1/K10

Autosomal
dominant

Present at birth with generalized
erythema, blistering, erosions
and peeling of skin. Later on
hyperkeratotic areas with
verrucous scales may develop.31

Intra epidermal bullae
formation. Increased
thickness of granular cell
layer. Increased mitotic
figures. Variously sized clear
spaces around the nucleus in
upper stratum spinosum and
granulosum with indistinct
cell boundaries.32

Pachyonychia
congenita

K6/16, K17

Autosomal
dominant

Free margins of the nails are
lifted due to accumulation of
keratinaceous material in the
nail beds resulting in pinched
tubular configuration. Marked
hyperkeratosis of the palmar and
plantar surface. Formation of
painful blisters on soles of feet
after few minutes of walking
during warm weather.33

Hyperkeratosis of nail bed.
Intracellular edema and
vacuolization of stratum
malphigii.

Autosomal
dominant

Abnormal thickening of palms
and soles present in the first few
months of life. Well demarcated,
symmetric thickening of palms
and soles, often with a dirty snake
like appearance of underlying
epidermolysis.34

Autosomal
dominant

Present from infancy,
characterized by well demarcated
symmetric, often waxy
keratoderma involving the whole
of palms and soles.

Defect in α- helical
rod pattern

Epidermolytic palmo- K9
plantar keratoderma

Defects outside
α-helical rod domain
Non-epidermolytic
palmoplantar
keratoderma

N-terminal of K1,
in a region that is
known to bind to
desmoplakin

Epidermolysis
bullosa with mottled
pigmentation

Non-helical head
domain of K5

Generalized or acral blistering
and small hyper- and hypopigmented spots that form a
reticulate pattern. Associated with
thickened dystrophic nails.

Increased number of
melanosomes within basal
keratinocytes, dermal
macrophages and Schwann
cells
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Table 3: Keratinization disorders of the skin.
-continued
Disorders

Defect

Inheritance

Clinical features

Histopathological features

Disorders of keratin
associated proteins
Ichthyosis vulgaris

Mutation in the gene Autosomal
dominant
encoding filaggrin
(FLG).
An association
between Profilaggrin
and ichthyosis
vulgaris is also
possible. Truncated
mutation at any site
of profilaggrin leads
to loss of filaggrin
peptides resulting
in ichthyosis
vulgaris and atopic
dermatitis.35

Develops few months after birth.
Skin shows generalized scaling
with predominance on the
extensor surface of extremities.32
Symptoms subside during summer
and aggravated during winter.31
Pruritus, palmar and plantar
hyperlinearity, atopic dermatitis
and keratosis pilaris are seen.36

Moderate degree of
hyperkeratosis with a thin
or absent granular cell layer.
Hyperkeratosis extends into
the hair follicles resulting
in large keratotic follicular
plugs.32 Distinctive perinuclear
halos resulting form retraction
of keratin intermediate
filaments.37

Lamellar ichthyosis

Cornified cell
envelope.
Absence of
transglutaminase
necessary for
formation of
cornified cell
envelope. Most
defects are in
transglutaminase-1.

Scales are clinically rough, large
and in most cases are dark brown
and plate like or lamellar. Flexor
surfaces of palms and soles are
usually involved.

Non-specific. Markedly
thickened stratum corneum
without areas of parakeratosis.

Pemphigus

Desmosomes

Affects both skin and mucous
membrane. Skin lesions
show localized or generalized
involvement affecting the scalp,
face, axilla, groin and pressure
points. Fluid filled blisters in noninflamed skin. Forms extensive
denuded area. Nail dystrophies,
acute paronychia and subungual
hematoma may be observed. P.
vegetans commonly affects flexor
areas. Vesicles and bullae rupture
to form hypertrophic granulating
erosions which bleed easily.
Lesions evolve into vegetative
masses which later become dry,
hyperkeratotic and fissured.38

Intercellular edema with loss
of attachment. Intraepithelial
cleft formation. Single
row of basal cells arranged
in tombstone pattern.
Acantholysis of the spinous
cell layer with the presence of
individual cells referred to as
Tzanck cells.

Psoriasis

Increased T-cell
activity

Onset in second and third decades
of life and persists for years
with periods of remissions and
exacerbations. Lesions improve
during summer and worsen in
winter. Symmetric distribution of
lesions in scalp, elbows and knees.
Well demarcated erythematous
plaques with a silvery scale on its
surface.39

Surface epithelium shows
marked parakeratin
production and elongated
epithelial ridges. Perivascular
chronic inflammatory cell
infiltration. Collection
of neutrophils within the
parakeratin layer.
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Table 3: Keratinization disorders of the skin.
-continued
Disorders

Defect

Darier’s disease

Dyskeratosis
congenita

Inheritance

Clinical features

Histopathological features

Gene encoding
Autosomal
intracellular calcium dominant
pump (ATP2A2
gene)

Erythematous often pruritic
papules on the skin of trunk
and scalp that develop during
first or second decade of life.
Accumulation of keratin produce
rough texture and foul odour due
to bacterial degradation.

Central keratin plug overlying
the epithelium exhibiting
suprabasilar cleft. Epithelial
rete ridges appear narrow, long
and test tube shaped
Two types of dyskeratotic cells
seen in the epithelium namely
corps ronds (round bodies)
and grains (because they
resemble cereal grains).

Dyskerin (X-linked),
TINF2 and
TERT (autosomal
dominant)

Characterized by triad of
dystrophy of nails with failure of
nails to form a nail plate, white
thickening of the oral mucosa
and extensive areas of net-like
pigmentation of the skin. The
tongue and buccal mucosa initially
develop bullae that are followed
by erosions and eventually develop
leukoplakic lesions.

Hyperkeratosis with epithelial
atrophy. As the lesions
progresses, epithelial dysplasia
develops until frank squamous
cell carcinoma develops.

X-linked,
sometimes
autosomal
dominant

Keratinization Disorders with Predominant/Associated Oral
Lesions
WhiteSponge Nevus
White sponge nevus, also referred to as Cannon’s disease or
familial white folded dysplasia, was first described by Cannon in
1935. The disease is inherited as an autosomal dominant trait and
is characterized by benign leukokeratotic lesions of early onset
with periods of remissions and exacerbations.40 It occurs due to a
mutation in the gene encoding for K4/13 that is expressed in the
spinous cell layer of non-keratinized mucosa of the oral cavity. The
lesions appear in early childhood as symmetrical, thickened, white
corrugated or velvety diffuse plaques affecting the buccal mucosa
bilaterally. Other sites include the ventral aspect of tongue, labial
mucosa, soft palate and floor of the mouth. Histopathology
demonstrates prominent hyperkeratosis with marked acanthosis
and clearing of cytoplasm in the spinous cell layer. An eosinophilic
condensation is sometimes noted in the perinuclear region of cells
in the superficial layers of the epithelium. The lesion follows an
indolent course and has a good prognosis.39
Pachyonychia Congenita (PC) (Greek- thick nails from birth)
This is a rare autosomal dominant disorder caused by mutation
in the gene encoding for K6/16 and K17 that typically affects the
nails and palmo-plantar skin and often the oral mucosa, tongue,
larynx, teeth and hair. The term was first described by Jadassohn
and Lewandowski in 1906.41 There are two major subtypes
termed as PC-1 (Jadassohn-Lewandowski type) and PC-2
(Jackson-Lawler type). Currently a new genotypic classification
categorizes pachyonychia congenita as PC-K6a, PC-K6b, PCK16 and PC-K17 corresponding to the mutation in the respective

gene.42 The oral manifestations are more common in PC-1 type
and manifest as thickened white plaques that involve the lateral
margins and dorsal surface of the tongue. The tongue develops
a white to yellow thickening that can mimic oral candidiasis,
white sponge nevus or hairy tongue.41 Neonatal teeth have been
reported in PC-2 although these individuals do not have oral
white lesions. Hoarseness of voice and dyspnea may occur due to
laryngeal mucosal involvement. Histopathology shows marked
hyperkeratosis and acanthosis with perinuclear clearing of the
epithelial cells.39
Dyskeratosis congenita (DC)
DC is a rare X-linked disorder first described by Zinsser in
1906 and later reported in detail by Engmen and Cole thus
being referred to as Cole- Engmen syndrome or Zinsser-ColeEngmen syndrome.43 The disease is sometimes inherited as an
autosomal dominant disorder. The genes that undergo mutation
include dyskerin (X-linked), TINF2, and TERT (autosomal
dominant).44 DC occurs mostly in males between the age group
of 5-12 years and is caused by mutation in DKC1 gene thus
disrupting the normal maintainence of telomerase.39 This could be
a fatal condition in which majority of the patients develop aplastic
anemia and sometimes malignant transformation of the keratotic
white patch may occur.43 The lesion is characterized by triad of
dystrophy of nails with failure of nails to form a nail plate, white
thickening of the oral mucosa, and extensive areas of net-like
pigmentation of the skin.32 Both the hard and soft tissues of oral
cavity are affected by DC. The tongue and buccal mucosa initially
develop bullae that are followed by erosions and eventually develop
leukoplakic lesions. Severe periodontal destruction may occur due
to anomalies in ectodermally derived structures and diminished
Oman Medical Specialty Board
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host response caused by neutropenia.45 Biopsy of the oral lesions
shows hyperkeratosis with epithelial atrophy. As the lesions
progresses, epithelial dysplasia develops until frank squamous
cell carcinoma develops. Prognosis is unpredictable and sufficient
follow-up is required.
Hereditary Benign Intraepithelial Dyskeratosis
Also known as Witkop-Von Sallman syndrome; this condition
is a rare autosomal dominant disorder which frequently affects
the oral and conjunctival mucosa. The lesion was first reported in
1959 by Von Sallmann and Paton. The condition predominantly
develops in early childhood and manifests as thick white corrugated
plaques involving the buccal and labial mucosa. Superimposition
of candidal infection may occasionally occur. Histopathological
features include prominent parakeratin production in addition to
marked acanthosis. A peculiar dyskeratotic process is scattered
throughout the upper spinous cell layer of oral epithelium giving
an appearance of cell within a cell phenomenon.46
Darier’s Disease (Keratosis Follicularis)
This condition is predominantly a skin lesion with subtle oral
lesions. Skin lesions may first appear as yellow-brown papules
commonly in forehead, scalp, back and chest. Involvement of the
hand is very common and the lesions include punctate keratosis,
palmar pits and hemmorhagic macules. The oral lesions are
asymptomatic and consist of multiple normal colored or white
flat topped papules which if numerous gives rise to cobble-stone
appearance primarily affecting the hard palate and alveolar mucosa.
Warty dyskeratoderma is an uncommon solitary lesion occurring
in skin or oral mucosa which has histopathological similarity
to Darier’s disease and hence is referred to as isolated Darier’s
disease. They typically present as a solitary, asymptomatic, pink
or white umblicated papule on keratinized mucosa especially the
hard palate and alveolar ridges. A warty or rough surface is noted
in some lesions.
Pemphigus
This is a group of life threatening autoimmune mucocutaneous
diseases and is mentioned among the group of keratinization
disorders primarily because of the defects in keratin associated
protein, desmosomes. The proteins associated with desmosomes
namely desmoglein 1 and 3 are affected in this condition wherein
auto-antibodies are directed against these proteins. Of the various
types, pemphigus vulgaris and vegetans are commonly noticed
in the oral cavity. P. vulgaris appears as painful ulcers on buccal
mucosa, palate, gingival, or dorsum of tongue which eventually
spread. The lesions are covered by slough and have ragged edges. P.
vegetans appear as hypertrophic granulating erosions which evolve
into vegetative masses that later become dry, hyperkeratotic, and
fissured. Treatment mainly involves corticosteroid administration
(both local and systemic) along with other immunosuppressive
agents and supportive therapy.47-49
Keratinizing Lesions of Oral Cavity
In addition to the lesions occurring primarily due to defect in
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keratinization, certain lesions exist which histopathologically
demonstrate hyperkeratosis irrespective of the etiological factor.
Such lesions are collectively referred to as keratinizing lesions
of the oral cavity and are inclusive of reactive lesions (frictional
keratosis, smokeless tobacco induced keratosis, nicotine stomatitis,
hairy tongue, hairy leukoplakia), immune mediated lesions
(lichen planus, discoid lupus erythematosus, graft versus host
disease), pre-neoplastic and neoplastic diseases (actinic cheilosis,
leukoplakia, proliferative verrucous leukoplakia, verrucous
carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma), and infections (squamous
cell papilloma, verruca vulgaris, condyloma accuminatum,
molluscum contagiosum and verruciform xanthoma).
Clinical Significance
Keratin expression patterns are characteristic for distinct stages
during cellular epithelial differentiation from embryonal to adult
and of the internal maturation program during development.
Epithelial tumors including metastasis most widely retain their
keratin patterns of their normal origin; thus the determination
of the keratin patterns of tumors is widely exploited for cell and
tumor typing. Therefore keratins have evolved to be one of the most
potent epithelial differentiation and tumor markers in cell biology,
embryology, and surgical pathology. Specific antibodies against
several keratins are routinely used for immunohistochemical
typing of carcinoma in tumor diagnostics.
Keratins can be used as differentiation markers in normal
oral epithelia. K8/18 serve as markers for simple epithelial
differentiation, K1/10 are markers for keratinized epithelium,
K4/13 can be used as markers for non-keratinized epithelium.
K6/16 are considered as hyperproliferative markers which are
expressed in sites of high epidermal keratinocyte turnover and in
pathological hyperproliferative conditions affecting the skin.50
In general, K8/18 is found to strongly stain in most
adenocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, renal cell carcinoma,
and neuroendocrine carcinoma. Another clinical application
is the monitoring of fragments of these keratins in the serum
as serological tumor markers to monitor cancer load, cancer
progression, and response to therapy.5 The detection of soluble
K19 fragments in the serum released by carcinoma cells by the
CYFRA 21-1 has found broad clinical application as a marker
to monitor treatment and evaluate response to therapy.51 K20 is
a potent immunohistochemical marker in tumor pathology since
its peculiar expression spectrum is essentially maintained in the
corresponding primary and metastatic carcinoma.52 K20 positivity
is seen in majority of gastric adenocarcinoma, transitional cell
carcinoma, and Merkel cell carcinoma.53 K20 is considered to be a
consistent marker for Merkel cell carcinoma.
K6 and 16 are typically and strongly expressed in squamous
cell carcinoma of different sites. K6, 16 and 17 are inducible keratin
upon stress, injury and inflammation and therefore increased
expression is seen in squamous cell carcinoma. The increased
expression of K17 which is usually absent in normal epithelia could
be attributed to neo-expression during tumorigenesis.54 A unique
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feature of K17 is its inducibility after skin injury. After K6/16,
K17 is switched on in regenerating and migrating epidermal
keratinocytes upon wound healing.55
In the oral cavity, there is increased expression of K1/10,
K4/13 in well-differentiated oral squamous cell carcinomas.
Less well-differentiated oral squamous cell carcinoma express
neither of these keratin pairs to any significant extent but do
express K19. Moderated and poor oral squamous cell carcinoma
may express K8 and sometimes K7 and 18. The expression of K8
and K18 in oral squamous cell carcinoma is considered to be an
independent prognostic marker and indicates a decreased overall
and progression free survival.56 Also K5 and K6 are considered
as useful markers for squamous cell carcinomas in histologically
uncertain, poorly differentiated or metastatic tumor cases.54
Squamous cell carcinomas are strikingly positive for CK14
which is a distinctive feature to differentiate from high grade
mucoepidermoid carcinoma where CK 14 is only focally positive.
Mucoepidermoid carcinoma also expresses CK7, 8, and 19 and
negative for CK10. In areas of squamous metaplasia seen in both
squamous cell carcinoma and mucoepidermoid carcinoma, SCC is
positive for CK10 and MEC for CK13.57 CK10 is usually absent in
these tumors, reflecting that true keratinization is an uncommon
finding in mucoepidermoid carcinoma. CK13 is also found to be
useful in differentiating mucoepidermoid carcinoma from other
salivary gland tumors.58 Consistent expressions of K13 and K19
may provide a useful marker of odontogenic epithelium in general.59
K19 scores are found to reflect histological differentiation as well as
predicting the clinical outcome. Combining K19 immunostaining
with regular H & E stain may be helpful to facilitate and assure
assigning a more accurate grade for oral epithelial dysplasia.60

Conclusion
Keratins and keratinization has been the subject of research for a
long time owing to the various disorders of keratinization affecting
the skin and oral cavity and also the role of keratins in tumor
diagnosis. Considerable progress in this field has been achieved in
the recent past courtesy to the advancement in technologies helpful
in determining the keratin pattern and expression. Knowledge
of the expression patterns of various keratin markers; their
distribution and functions plays a vital role in understanding of
the tumor pathology. Also the identification of keratin antibodies
as markers of diagnostic pathology has received tremendous boost
and is a specialized area of interest currently. Thus a thorough
knowledge regarding the various aspects of keratin will be helpful
in diagnosis and treatment of various keratinization disorders and
also contribute to diagnostic and prognostic significance in tumor
pathology.
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